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Introduction
It’s no secret that cyberthreats pose an existential threat to your business. From ransomware to
noncompliance penalties – the dangers are clear and present.
SME/SMBs realize that they need in-house, c-level, ongoing and strategic cybersecurity guidance.
They need someone with his or her finger on the pulse - who can assess risks and vulnerabilities,
create and execute a comprehensive cybersecurity plan, ensure compliance and safeguard
business continuity.
Yet unlike large enterprises, most small and medium businesses simply don’t have the resources to
bring a full-time, experienced Chief Information Security Officer (CISO) on board. Finding, hiring
and retaining a CISO is one of the most challenging and expensive human resources challenges.
The benefits are clear…but so are the costs.
Even if an in-house CISO is not in your current scope, you can still take meaningful steps towards
a solid cybersecurity strategy and actionable cybersecurity policies, leveraging your existing IT
resources. To get started, here are five things your team should be doing, yesterday…
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TIP 1

Know Your Assets
In cybersecurity as in life, you can’t protect what you don’t understand. It’s crucial to find and map
both internal and external assets, no matter how far downstream they may be. And once you know
what you’ve got, you still need to understand which (if any) assets are vulnerable, and how so.
The problem is that a manual cyber asset inventory for an SME can take tens of hours of labor and needs to happen at least monthly to be effective. And IT ecosystems are dynamic. That means
that as soon as an assessment is conducted, it’s obsolete - leaving you exposed to new and
unknown gaps in security.

Action item:

There are many free or relatively inexpensive
commercial platforms that help you identify and
classify compute and storage assets. These tools
not only offer an automatic assessment, they
also maintain a continuously-updated status
database for each asset. This means that when
an update or patch is installed, your assessment
is automatically updated, too. Check out Rumble
or Axonius to get started.
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TIP 2

Know Your Data
It’s easy to underestimate the volume and breadth of data held by your organisation, especially
with the increasing use of third-party SaaS platforms, used to handle different business processes.
Data classification is the process of categorizing data into relevant subgroups so that it is easier to
find, retrieve, and use.
If you have already classified storage assets, one way to do it is to review the data held on each
asset, whether it is publicly available, commercial or personal, and it’s level of sensitivity. This
inventory will be critical when putting together a cybersecurity plan, ensuring regulatory
compliance and applying or renewing cyber insurance.

Action item:

Data is typically classified into four categories:
• Public data: data which freely accessible to the public It can be freely used, reused, and
redistributed without repercussions.
• Internal-only data: This type of data is strictly accessible to internal company personnel or
internal employees who are granted access.
• Confidential data: Access to confidential data requires specific authorization and/or
clearance. Types of confidential data might include Social Security numbers, cardholder
data, M&A documents, and more.
• Restricted data: Restricted data includes data that, if compromised or accessed with
out authorization, which could lead to criminal charges and massive legal fines or cause
irreparable damage to the company
There are many inexpensive tools to support data classification. Broadly speaking they are either:
manual, automated or hybrid
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TIP 3

Understand Compliance
Requirements
It’s easy to underestimate the volume and breadth of data held by your organisation, especially
with the increasing use of third-party SaaS platforms, used to handle different business processes.
Data classification is the process of categorizing data into relevant subgroups so that it is easier to
find, retrieve, and use.
If you have already classified storage assets, one way to do it is to review the data held on each
asset, whether it is publicly available, commercial or personal, and it’s level of sensitivity. This
inventory will be critical when putting together a cybersecurity plan, ensuring regulatory
compliance and applying or renewing cyber insurance.

Action item:

Before you spend money to tell you what to do, do your homework and
understand the broad strokes of what you need based on where you’re
located, what you do and where you customers are. For example, even
if you use a third-party credit card processor, you may need to be PCI
compliant. Check the PCI standards that apply to you and ensure (for
instance) that you’re not unknowingly processing or handling PII.
Similarly, under GDPR even if you’re a US company, you need to be
compliant to do business in the EU. Check carefully that none of your IT
infrastructure uses providers with EU-based assets, because if they do,
GDPR applies.
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TIP 4

Cyber Insurance, Smartly

Cyber insurance has become a precondition of doing business in many sectors. For customers,
partners and investors – if you don’t have cyber insurance, many organizations will not do business
with you.
At the same time, the cyber insurance landscape has changed dramatically in recent years. Today,
insurers are no longer willing to rely on simple cybersecurity checklists for policy underwriting and
may simply not offer coverage if a cyber insurance prospect doesn’t meet a growing list of
demands.
For SMEs and SMBs, who lack both the deep pockets and the in-house resources their enterprise
colleagues enjoy, this is a sea change. Companies unwilling or unable to meet and verify
compliance with these demands will pay increased premiums, suffer reduced coverage, or find
themselves uninsurable.

Action item:

Get cyber insurance. But do so smartly.
Cover all your bases and understand
what the exact requirements are.
What’s more, despite the tight market,
you can both negotiate rates and scope
of coverage. For example, ensure that
your coverage includes ransomware,
and if so, up to what amount?
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TIP 5

Understand Compliance
Requirements
A CISO continuously assesses your organization’s cybersecurity posture, risk level and compliance
gaps, builds a plan to remediate the gaps and manages its ongoing execution and optimization.
But most SMBs and SMEs don’t necessarily need a full-time, in-house CISO. They can simple
leverage Virtual CISO (vCISO) services provided by their service provider – and get everything an
in-house CISO would provide – at a fraction of the cost.
vCISO services often use technology platforms to manage your organization’s security posture, risk
level and compliance readiness, that allow you to get full visibility into the existing gaps and
progress that have been made.

Action item:
• Custom-tailored protection and compliance – not one-size-fits-all
• Ongoing risk and compliance assessments, vulnerability and gap analysis
• Bespoke cybersecurity policies that meet and exceed your industry’s
standards and regulations
• Strategic remediation plans with prioritized tasks, tools for ongoing
task management
• In-depth, audit-ready progress tracking and security posture reports

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED TO LEARN MORE ABOUT OUR VCISO SERVICES TODAY:
CONTACT US
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NEXT STEP

Get A Free Year of Our vCISO
Services
If a vCISO sounds like something you could benefit from, you can get a full year of our vCISO
services when you purchase our NIST-Based Cybersecurity Assessment. As a part of this
assessment, you’ll:
• Identify unseen holes in your environment
• Create a prioritized list to fix them quickly and cost-effectively
• And – with our year of vCISO services – get expert guidance as you go about improving the

cybersecurity of your environment.
If you’ve ever considered hiring an in-house CISO, or you’ve ever considered getting your
environment assessed for cybersecurity concerns, the time is now.
Don’t wait until you have a data breach to professionally assess your environment.

LEARN MORE AND COMPLETE THE INITIAL QUESTIONNAIRE TODAY
LE ARN MORE
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About Model

We are established experts in Microsoft IT Solutions since 2014 and a Microsoft partner
with the following competencies:
• Gold Cloud Platform
• Gold Windows Apps and Devices
• Gold Application Development
• Silver Application Integration
• Silver Cloud Productivity
• Solutions Partner | Infrastructure (In-Progress)
• Solutions Partner | Modern Work (In-Progress)
• Solutions Partner | Security (In-Progress)
We’re a project based or managed service offerings team of humans just wanting to
help.

M EET O U R T EA M
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